Lesson 5: Color My {Summer} World With Gia
Welcome! Here’s a brief introduction to color week. There are three parts to this lesson, and
each one builds on the last! (All three parts are included in this one file.) I do recommend
that you go in order, but as always, feel free to work at your own pace!
A. Introduction to Color Theory: This pdf. based lesson is where we learn the basics about
color to improve the looks of our designs. There are a few pages of text to get through
but don’t worry- there are pictures!
B. Sketch Challenge: Play along to win a prize! This sketch challenges you to use a color
scheme,which will build upon what you learn in the theory lessons. It also uses one of the
paint swatch cards included in the kit (optional*).
C. A rainbow inspired mini,mini-album: Complete instructions included so you can make one
too in no time flat!
Supply List:
Everything you need is included in your summer school kit, if you purchased one. Here are
some things that are also nice to have, and you may want to gather if you did not purchase a
kit.
For theory classNothing needed, but a basic color wheel is recommended.
For the sketch challenge: Choose your favorite supplies,based on the instructions provided.
If you do not have a paint sample swatch card, they are available wherever house paint is
sold (LOL)

This is a picture of the pocket color wheel that I use. (Photo courtesy of Dick Blick Art Supply
Store)
For the sketch challenge, you will choose a color scheme. A color scheme is a group of colors
from the color wheel that work harmoniously together. For example, the 3 primary colors
red,yellow, and blue form a triad. The supplies you use for the challenge will be papers and
embellishments in the color scheme you have chosen. The challenge also uses a paint
swatch card in one or more of the colors you choose just for fun! (But of course if you do not
want to use the ones that came in your kit or did not get a kit and don’t want to go to get some
you can substitute a different element in your layout.)
And finally, the list of supplies needed for the mini-mini album will be provided separately with
the instructions and photos of the project! I will list the supplies from the Clique into Summer
Kit and also possible stash substitutes. Here we go!

Introduction to Color Theory
Color Defined
Color is something that we take for granted because we see the world in color and learn to recognize our
colors from the time we learn to talk! We rarely stop to think about what color really is. In fact, color is
defined differently by biologists, physicists, artists, and photographers. As scrapbookers, we may not really
care that color has to do with how our eyes perceive the light reflected off of an object. But we DO care if
our pages look good. And since we love to connect with our friends and families online, we also care how
our photos and our layouts look to others when we display them online. Lighting can affect color and can
make it appear bright or dull, dynamic or flat. Natural sunlight allows us to see “true colors” and artificial
lighting or flash bulbs wash out color or can make it appear to have a yellow or bluish cast. So, keep in
mind that color does not exist in a vacuum, and always depends upon its context.

Consider your background!
This die cut grid design is actually a
shade of green. The green and
yellow are analogous colors and it
looks harmonious sitting on top of the
yellow rectangle. But not only does it
not show up very well on the dark
grey rectangle, it actually looks like it
is a different color. I like how it looks
on the yellow, but on the grey I call it
a FAIL.

Color Mixing
There are 12 colors on the color wheel and they are primary, secondary, and tertiary.
The primary colors are red, blue, and yellow. They are “true” colors or pure colors meaning they cannot
be made by mixing other colors together. Did you know that an artist can mix essentially any shade or tint
desired with 5 tubes of paint? Yep...red, yellow, blue, white, and black. Your computer printer does this
also, only using a slightly different formula: black, cyan (substitutes for blue), magenta (substitutes for
red), and yellow. The secondary colors are made by mixing the primary colors together. So red and yellow
make orange. Blue and yellow make green. Blue and red make purple. The secondary colors are purple,
orange, and green. The tertiary colors are made by mixing a primary and secondary color. They make the
half-step colors-each primary color mixed with its adjacent secondary color yields the tertiary. For
example, mix red with orange and the tertiary color is red-orange. This is where the fun comes in, as its
much more fun to call it ‘tomato’ or ‘papaya’, right? The thing I like most about mixing colors and getting
into tertiary colors, is getting to name them. I think that the people at the paint companies who get to
decide what to name the colors that go on the paint swatch cards have the best job. Okay, I digress.

But Gia, aren’t there way more than 12 Colors?
There are actually an infinite number of colors! That is because when mixing colors we can also create
what is called a tint or a shade. The 12 colors described above are actually called “hues” because they
refer to a whole category of colors. When we refer to the hue blue-green we are are actually referring to a
whole category of possible shades and tints that would fall into the classification of ‘blue-green’ in hue.
The addition of some degree of black to a hue makes it a shade of the color, and the addition of some
quantity of white to a hue makes it a tint of the color. Digital shades and tints are made basically the same
way, by selecting the hue, and also selecting the amount of black, grey, and white. These combinations
are coded with letter-number combinations that are kind of like a digital fingerprint for the color. So, a color
we are familiar with as “pink” is really just a ‘tint’ of red. The color of the Clique Kits logo, is actually
technically a ‘shade’ of purple. To mix the color of the Clique Kits logo, a beautiful color, we first mix a
secondary color (purple) from red and blue and then we would add black or grey to it to make the right
shade. How are we doing so far? Are you with me?

So, how do we know what colors go together?

Here are some things to know about the “relationships” between colors. You have probably heard the
terms warm and cool colors, right? In general reds, oranges, yellows and pink-violets are warm and
blues, greens, and blue-purples are cooler. Warm colors approach, and cool colors recede. This is
important in design because it affects the way elements on your page will appear to ‘move’ into or out of
the page.
Complementary, Triad, and Split Complementary Colors
Colors that are opposite to each other on the color wheel such as red-green, blue-orange, yellow-violet
look great together, in a vibrant, playful, or celebratory way. Think about red and green for Christmas
and purple and yellow for Easter. The way I remember that complementary colors are harmonious is by
remembering holiday colors. The colors can be muted, by choosing to use shades of the complementary
hues together or they can be tinted to the pastel versions. Complementary colors also provide balance
because one is usually warm and the other cool. Another relationship that often works well, is the triad.
Triads form a triangle on the color wheel. Again, they can be pure hues, or tints, shades, or tones (hues
mixed together with greyscale.) Examples of triads:
• red-blue-yellow
• orange-purple-green
• aqua-orchid-mustard
More relationships are split complementary and tetrads, which are easier to see if you have a color
wheel. To figure out a split complementary relationship figure out a complementary relationship and for
one of the hues, choose the two colors immediately adjacent to it. For example; to split a red-green
complement choose red and instead of green choose blue-green and yellow-green. In more familiar
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More Harmonious Color Relationships
Analogous colors are those colors next to each other on the color wheel. These relationships are
typically the colors colors that ‘blend’ well together such as yellow and green or yellow and orange.
When using analogous colors together it is best to use from 2 to 5 adjacent colors, and pay attention
to the ‘temperature’ of the colors and whether they are hues, tints, or shades so that they do not
clash.

Monochromatic Color Schemes
Monochromatic literally means “one color” but as we learned, that still invites an infinite number of
tints, shades, and tones of the whole family of the particular color. Monochromatic layouts can be
interesting for many reasons. They can be soft and gentle on the eye, they can include a lot of
texture, they can keep the focus on a stunning photograph, or they can emphasize a key color in the
photograph or paper collection.

Color Proportion
In addition to knowing how to select colors that work well together, it is equally important to
understand the AMOUNTS of colors in your chosen palette to use in your design. The principle of
proportioning color applies whether you are painting a landscape, decorating your living room,
stitching a quilt, or designing a scrapbooking layout! So here are some guidelines!

Asymmetry: If you are using only two colors you might be tempted to use them in equal amounts. In
reality, our eye prefers the look of things when there is a key color! (When one color is dominant.)
This may be because we see things this way in nature. When you look up, there is usually a big vast
blue sky, and little puffs of white clouds. Lots of blue, and just a little bit of white. When we look at
trees in the summer time- we see some brown trunks, but lots and lots of green leaves. See what I
mean?

This orchid photo is showing a complimentary scheme with asymmetrical proportions, which is naturally
beautiful. You can also see a split complementary scheme is you consider the two colors adjacent to the
lime green-the darker green and the yellow.

Gallon-Quart-Pint (with or without an accent color): Let’s say you have a palette of 3-4 colors. Think
about your key color as filling a gallon sized pail. The next most important color fills a quart sized jug. And
so on. The strongest color perhaps will be reserved for an accent color. In your living room, this may
mean a throw pillow. On your scrapbook page, perhaps it is a few sequins or a single flair in that color. By
using these guidelines, you will have asymmetrical proportions that are harmonious on your layouts. This
is especially important if you are like me and LOVE color.

Remember your white space. Nothing shows off your use of color more than the clever use of white
space on your layout. It can make the difference between elements that are lost and elements that pop on
your page.

Clique Into Summer Color My {Summer} World Sketch Challenge
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Sketch Challenge Instructions:
1. Use the sketch as a schematic diagram-- you can interpret it
however you like!
2. The red, blue, and yellow colors represent the use of a triad
color scheme. You may choose your own triad color scheme
or alternatively you may use ANY color scheme you like!
Choose from complementary, analog, monochromatic, split
complementary...you get to choose! The triad in the sketch is
just a suggestion!
3. If you have the Clique into Summer kit and would like to, we
would love to see a layout with your kit, but if not-feel free to
use any product in your stash! If you are a subscriber who
did not buy the summer school kit, you can still enter the
challenge contest using product from any of your monthly
Clique Kits! Have fun with this! (Clique Kits product is not
required for entry)
4. Use a paint swatch card with one of your colors as an
element in your layout!
5. Post your challenge entry on Facebook or Instagram and
tag us!

#Cliquekits #Cliqueintosummer #Colormysummerworld

Let’s Make a Mini-Mini Colors of Summer Mini Album!

Supplies For The Mini-Mini:
7 white,lined, or grid 3x4 cards or white cardstock cut to size
Paint, Ink or Mist, or Watercolors (Use whatever your favorite medium is-even crayon works!)
Sn@p cards or other 3x4 cards from your stash: Look for monochromatic cards in the following colors:
red,pink,yellow, green, blue,violet or choose your own ‘rainbow’ of colors.
paint swatches in the same colors as the cards you have selected. If you do not want to use them,
substitute shipping tags, flash cards, or other ephemera of your choice!
Stickers, printables, bits and pieces for embellishing your cards, divided by colors. In this project, each
‘section’ of the mini has a monochromatic color scheme, while the overall book creates a rainbow of
colors.
Other supplies and tools:
Stamps and ink
Punches: hearts, chevrons, triangles, other shapes (anchors)-whatever you have!
enamel stickers (dots)
Washi tape
Flair button(s)
Hole punch and a ring to bind the album.
Directions:
1. Start with your white cards. Paint a circle in the center of each one in a different color. I used black for
the cover page. Then using your embellishments that you have divided into piles by color, embellish
each page using a monochromatic color scheme. Have fun with it and create sections by color.
2. Using your punches in different shapes, punch some shapes out of your paint swatches and use the
shapes as additional embellishments on your cards.
3. Stamp some fun summer theme stamps on the backs of some of the white cards where there is little
embellishment.
4. I cut a 4 x 6 transparency card from the Good Day Sunshine collection in half and also used that as an
additional layer in my book for interest.
5. Add photos and journaling. Do some stitching if you would like. Punch holes in the corner and bind.
Order the book by ROYGBIV (red-orange-yellow-green-blue-indigo-violet to make a rainbow)
Additional tips:
1. Pictures: If you do not print you pictures at home in custom sizes you can print a 4 x 6 size collage
photo at Walgreens using 5-6 pictures at Walgreens for 29 cents and cut them out. The individual
photos will then be perfectly sized for a mini-mini book! To do this, in the photo website or app, go to
the collage tab and choose the 4 x 6 size. upload up to 6 photos, and arrange them as desired. For
bigger albums, you can print several of these for a under a dollar!
2. If you do not have enough embellishments in a monochromatic scheme for a section of your book, try
a complementary scheme like I did for my violet section. I wanted to emphasize the violet sky in my
palm tree photo, but besides the washi tape had few items with violet, so I added some yellow. It made
the photo really pop!
3. Adding a neutral with your colors also makes them pop. Neutrals are called neutrals because they go
with everything-examples are not only black and white but beige and off white, wood grain, and
anything on the greyscale.

